CCBOOTCAMP’s Executive Program Offers IT Professionals Exciting Option

Engineers no longer have to choose between career advancement and family.
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CCBOOTCAMP’s EXECUTIVE PROGRAM OFFERS IT PROFESSIONALS EXCITING OPTION
Engineers no longer have to choose between career advancement and family.

In complex economic times companies have to work harder to maintain a competitive edge, stay on top of cyber threats and ensure their engineers are fully trained to protect their networks. Executives tell us that it is imperative their IT staff is trained and up-to-date on all technologies. Company executives and IT professionals are constantly challenged with balancing the demands of work and family. Coupled with this, the IT professional is also faced with additional requirements from their employers to continually improve their skills and knowledge by attending training courses or “boot camps” in order to obtain additional and higher certifications in their field of expertise.

“IT professionals are being pulled in every direction and many tell us that it’s usually their families who get short changed,” says Dawn Tesar, Director of Marketing for CCBOOTCAMP. Tesar says that these engineers are tired of having to choose between their families or furthering their careers. Tesar stated that, “CCBOOTCAMP’s new 12 Week Executive Online CCIE Program will allow IT professionals to get the necessary training they need in a relatively short period of time and still keep up with their job responsibilities and have time for their family too.”

CCBOOTCAMP’s world-renowned CCIE® courses are now in a new online format. The Executive Online CCIE Program consists of twelve (12) weeks of instructor-led, online interactive training with one of our Cisco® certified industry experts. IT professionals are now able to obtain the coveted CCIE – Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert certification over a more flexible timeframe (2 online trainings per week) without having to be away from work or family commitments for multiple weeks at a time. The program is custom designed to encompass all aspects of preparation for the IT professional to take and pass the practical lab exam which is required by Cisco® to obtain a CCIE certification.

CCBOOTCAMP, a division of Network Learning, Inc. was founded in 1998 to provide authorized Cisco and CompTIA training courses for IT engineers at every level of expertise. The company offers training solutions to individuals as well as companies who employ engineers to maintain their networks.

If you’d like more information about this topic please call Dawn Tesar at 877-654-2243 or email Dawn at dawn@ccbootcamp.com
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CCBOOTCAMP employs the largest number of CCIE Instructors and Engineers of any IT Training Company in the world. Our staff is second to none boasting reliable, knowledgeable, and technical expertise.